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Abstract. Radio signal recognition is an important aspect of radio signal processing.
Feature extraction of radio signals is a key of radio signal recognition. In this paper,
the formal context is proposed to describe the relation between signals and their features.
Therefore, the theory and method of attribute reduction of formal concept lattice can be
utilized to extract useful features. Attribute reduction of formal concept lattice based on
similarity relation of attributes is discussed. The sufficient and necessary conditions,
which are used to justify whether an attribute is the core, relative necessary or absolutely
unnecessary, are proposed. All of these can be used to extract the core features of the
radio signals. The experimental results show that we can easily and effectively extract
useful features of radio signals by the proposed method in this paper.
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1. Introduction. Nowadays, the radio signals are commonly used for civilian and mil-
itary aims [1]. With the rapid development of radio-technics, radio signal processing is
becoming increasingly important and attentive. At present, the majority of researchers
focus on the study of radio signal processing based on classic signal theory, such as auto-
matic modulation recognition (AMR) [2, 3], digital modulation recognition [4, 5], Fourier
transform, cosine transform and Hartley transform for radio signal recognition [6, 7].

Monitoring of radio signal plays an important role in radio signal processing, aims of
Monitoring of radio signal are to find interfering signals, judge the type of interfering
signals, and eliminate interfering signals in order to protect the normal transmission of
radio signals. C-band (download frequency band of satellite signals) monitoring is one
of the important routine monitorings of radio signal. Once interfering signals (abnormal
signals) appear in some frequency ranges, they will affect the normal reception of satellite
signals. Therefore, it is particularly important to find the interfering signals accurately
and in time. In the majority of the monitoring process, staff members judge and recognize
a radio signal based on time, frequency and energy features which are showed by the
frequency spectrum of frequency analyzer. It is almost impossible to monitor radio signal
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